
                                       Scribe Shite

The run was at the top of the hill from the PTT Station in Chalong, and
after a week of torrential rain the weather was fortunately fine; 
however wet and shitty throughout on the trails.

The Hares were brought in and punished for a shit laager which had 
more traffic going through it than Chalong circle on a busy day (69 
ATV’s in an hour)Who the Fuck is Alice took great delight in showing 
everybody his ‘elephant’ encased todger as he was iced.

Returners  : Hawaiian Ho and Gay Ray, welcome
back lads.

Virgins  : Loads of French and Germans, Fungus
even managed to get one little girl to cry, Oh!
What great joy.



Lun fences: Jungle Balls iced Fungus and invited the pretty little 
German girl in to return her drenching.

Mannequin Pis next who punished the hares for lying about there 
being no barb wire, lying bastards.

Fungus brought in Twice Nightly for front running and racing up the 
last hill. She was quickly followed by Lucky Lek for a phone offence. 
Zipper’s Nipper also in for giving Fungus a run for his money, seems 
like all the girls are beating you Fungus. No Hope introduced Once 
Weekly to show off his rainbow coloured arm from last week’s run, 
looked very painful.

1  st   Steward: Gorgeous you Wanker. Mannequin Pis iced for gobbing 
off, meanwhile Virgin my Arse and Dicksappointing rewarded for 
something with a beer. Sir Bollox next for a Hash Music reward, and 
then it all started to turn into a slapstick routine as GYW punished 
every one for talking, breathing and even breaking wind. Well done 
GYW.

Run shirts: 25 – Thomas the French guy. 50 – Wobbly
Snot Stick, who subsequently named his friend Jom,
Tomorrow Never Comes, apparently she does.
Finally, Who the Fuck is Alice for his 25 Hare shirt,
and promptly stripped off everything to reveal
Jumbo again.

Hash Music: Sir Bollox introduced us to a new
birthday song as it is his on the 9th. HBYC. A song for
the French was next, the Hash version of ‘Allioutte’,
which had a lot of verses containing the words,
’How I love her swinging tits.’ Just as he finished we
had two incomers at 18.15, WTF? One was
immediately named as a new member and got the
name Justin Time. Good Spot.



A late Lun Fence: by Short Circuit who brought in the Australians as 
losers of the week after losing at rugby, and of course, The Ashes.

2  ND   Steward  : Twice Nightly. The Hares straight in for declaring it a not 
too difficult run, lying Gits. Minnie Mouse and Cartoon in and 
Cartoon telling Minnie that he had brought her something that goes 
really fast for her birthday, thinking it was a nice new sports car, she 
was a bit disappointed to find out it was a set of scales. Na Hee Man 
next for going to the doctors with a rash on his dick, and the doctor 
wanting to amputate, off he goes to see a Chinese doctor for  a 
second opinion, the doctor informs him that amputation is not 
necessary as it will drop of soon any way. Next was a banana game,
which showed Minnie Mouse, Always Wet and Mind the Gap on how
they give blow jobs to their respective partners, quite erotic I found it.
Well done, good spot.

Departers:  Short Circuit and Gay Ray. FOYC.

Runmaster: Mannequin Pis tried to get Hash Shit 
awarded based on the laager on a fucking
motorway, however after the call went out and
the shithouse seat was awarded to Who the
Fuck is Alice, the G.M stepped in and overruled
him stating that he couldn’t have the seat
awarded to his father, and therefore it was
passed on to the junior hare, Kiss my Ring, to
loud cheers from the circle.

A good circle was closed and we all went off home for tea and 
buns.

Bye Bye, and On On.

 The Blue Harlot.


